We always hear a lot about investment in launch vehicles and satellites, but is there an investment interest in microgravity R&D that goes on in space such as on the ISS? 6 votes

What is your opinion about the potential profitability of business plans seeking to exploit space mineral resources? 6 votes

What recommendations would you give students who have the space entrepreneurial bug? 5 votes

Are you able to talk about any investments in space that you are considering? 5 votes

How do find new space companies to invest in? How can a company approach Bessemer? 5 votes

What level of investment are you making? 4 votes

Where does investment money come from? 4 votes

What aspects of VC investments have become roadblocks and how can we help clear the path? 3 votes

As a VC, even given your focus in space, are you more upbeat about UAS or small sats? 3 votes

What is the investment horizon you are comfortable with? 2 votes

What does the market need for imagery? 2 votes

Where do you mine management resources (CEOs and COOs 2.0) for your space companies? 1 vote

How can we get more space savvy people employed as analysts or partners at VC firms? What is the hiring process? 1 vote

Will you invest in research & development? 1 vote

For a new company seeking VC investment, what is the best way to pursue that? 1 vote

Are your investments public information? 1 vote

Which new LEO constellation do you predict will turn a yearly profit and what year? 1 vote

As space becomes more accessible and cheaper, how will that change the business model of space? 1 vote